
Regional strategy  
Similiarly to the Synthesis Record on SMEs demands (task 5.1.2.), this record is based basically on the 

Country Records on obstacles and also motivations that were written by the task partners under Job job 

5.1.3. It creates one of the most important information from the Nation Records for the function of 

comparison as well as analyzes the observed circumstances in the various countries.  

The purpose is to reason regarding the most important aspects influencing SMEs conformity within 

the entire program area.  

Hence, where not or else stated, the declarations in this report draw on the Nation Records' content. On 

this basis will be recommended concern fields of activity for future common measures at the policy-

making level targeting at renovations of the SMEs' own understanding and technology capability 

("requirements" element) along with business atmosphere, in particular the state/administrative 

framework ("obstacles & incentives" facet). 

 These suggestions will certainly work as basis for the final record to be generated under 

Work Bundle 5, the Transnational Technique.  
The program region shows a wonderful selection with regard to the searchings for. This results from 

architectural distinctions, but too to the methodology used by the national task partners to get the 

information needed for composing the Country Records. 

 This had actually been foreseen already after the first project meeting in Graz; so, it is basically an 

anticipated end result. Nevertheless, it is a continuous obstacle to recognize those topics that should be 

addressed as essential for the whole area. Therefore, the pointers made in this record are of a 

preliminary personality. 

1. In some areas, this Synthesis Report differs the initial Regards to Recommendation as attended 

to the Country Records. This has been done for the function of better clarity.  

2. Wherever in the text particular nations are named, this indicates that the nationwide 

information recommend a relatively high importance of the point in question in the provided 

country, but not a special phenomenon. 

Regional approach Similiarly to the Synthesis Record on SMEs demands (task 5.1.2.), this record is based 

basically on the Country Records on challenges as well as additionally inspirations that were composed 

by the job companions under Job task 5.1.3.  

It produces one of one of the most important information from the Nation Records for the feature of 

contrast as well as assesses the observed situations in the numerous countries.  

The function is to factor regarding the most essential facets influencing SMEs conformity within the 

whole program area. Therefore, where not or else mentioned, the declarations in this report make use 

of the Country Records' content.  

On this basis will certainly be suggested concern fields of activity for future common denominators at 

the policy-making degree targeting at remodellings of the SMEs' very own understanding and modern 

technology capacity ("requirements" element) along with company environment, specifically the 

state/administrative framework ("challenges & incentives" aspect).  



These ideas will certainly work as basis for the last record to be produced under Job 

Bundle 5, the Transnational Method. 
 The program region reveals a wonderful choice when it come to the searchings for. This results from 

architectural distinctions, however as well to the method made use of by the national task partners to 

get the info needed for composing the Country Records.  

This had actually been predicted currently after the initial project meeting in Graz; so, it is generally 

an awaited outcome.  

Nevertheless, it is a constant obstacle to recognize those topics that ought to be resolved as necessary 

for the entire area. For that reason, the reminders made in this record are of a preliminary personality. 

In some areas, this Synthesis Report varies the initial Regards to Referral as addressed the Nation 

Records.  

This has been done for the function of far better clearness. Wherever in the message specific countries 

are named, this shows that the across the country information recommend a relatively high relevance of 

the point in question in the given nation, yet not an unique sensation. 


